Threat of False or Unjustified Federal Arrest

As I outlined extensively in the Government Threat section of my book Strategic Relocation, there is a growing threat that the dark side of government is turning its attention to creating a "domestic enemy" within the United States. The new enemy is to be any person or group that espouses any philosophy, religion, or political belief of liberty that runs counter to their eventual plans to take down American constitutional sovereignty and replace it with an all-powerful world government. Already, virtually every well known survivalist or militia group has been infiltrated with government-hired "agent provocateurs" offering and encouraging illegal weapons, explosives, and other provocative material in the attempt to induce a criminal offense. And not just any common criminal offense. They prefer attacks like the Oklahoma City bombing that can be paraded before the world as another example of "right-wing, domestic terrorism." Special snipers have, I believe, been tasked to shoot at abortion doctors so that the blame can be placed on anti-abortion Christians. These people are without moral conscience, and will stop at nothing to blacken the name of any potential target group before the public. Their ultimate purpose is to so raise the specter of danger from so-called "negative" elements or "extremist" elements within society that it will justify the incarceration of millions. Those of you who don't think it can happen in America suffer from the illusion that American liberty is somehow "permanent." It is not, and is slipping through our fingers daily. What freedoms they allow us to enjoy are merely to keep the majority from becoming aroused about the present danger.

Don't think you are safe just because you don't belong to any of these groups. More and more we see examples where innocent conservatives are targeted for accusation and their home is invaded on trumped up charges, with no warrant. Evidence of drug dealing is planted, or simply assumed because they have an "unnamed" source who has testified that some crime is going on in the home. Your neighbors see you dragged from your home in handcuffs and immediately assume you must have been hiding some dark secret -- why else would the FBI be treating you like a criminal? You see, all the mechanisms exist for the public to become passive bystanders to tyranny:

- Excess confidence in the "rule of law" (which is becoming more unjust by the day).
- Excess confidence in titles of authority (especially federal authority).
- Partially true propaganda images of our noble FBI and CIA agents "defending our liberties" against criminals (which they do often using fine patriotic agents so as to maintain a benign image, while deflecting attention from the many illegal acts done by other agents on the dark side).
- Secrecy laws which prohibit good agents, who witness these dirty tricks, from speaking out.
- Classifying illegal acts as matters of "national security" to silence any honest attempts to investigate.
- Those who persist in questioning the authorities are threatened with arrest for "interfering with the law." Anyone who even stands by as a witness to an illegal search or arrest is threatened if they don't leave immediately.
The dark side of government needs unprincipled agents to do their dirty work, and every federal law enforcement agency has its “good ol’ boy” network of underground agent thugs. They work with “black” budget money (often coming from government drug deals), and their existence is not known even by legitimate good agents within the FBI, CIA, DEA, or Secret Service. These dark agents, often trained as special SWAT teams, engage in assassinations, intimidation of witnesses, frame-ups of innocent people, and any other assignment given by higher command. More and more, state police agencies are being brought into this conspiracy of power, and they work along with these federal agents in order to take down troublesome individuals in communities.

Civil forfeitures are increasingly used to take property from people, without even filing charges. It sends a ripple of fear through everyone when this happens. Since police departments get to keep most of this property or sell it at auction, there is a perverse incentive to plant drugs on property or in vehicles in order to justify seizing them. Police in some southern states have a notorious reputation for doing this on the Interstate highways.

The FBI domestic terrorism branch is dedicated exclusively to keeping track of all potential threats to dark side of government. Its main targets are fundamentalist Christians or other conservatives who are suspicious of government motives. If a person is also a defender of Second Amendment gun rights, home schooling, or constitutional limitations on government, they are even more highly targeted. The FBI lab regularly falsifies evidence in order to convict those who might get in the way of illicit government operations. Often they “take down” their own agents when they sense such agents are getting tired of illegal work. More often, illegal means are used to cover-up crimes, silence witnesses or in other ways exonerate political collaborators or agents who have been charged justly by aggrieved citizens.

Your greatest defense against being arrested unjustly is to prepare in advance to document the injustice. Alert your neighbors that if any SWAT team should arrive at your home, they should immediately come over to act as witnesses to any wrongdoing. The Feds will try to threaten them off the property, but they must stand their ground, take pictures, use video cameras, and take names if possible. Each person must first try to help your neighbors understand the nature of this threat to liberty. Pick only the best to try and convince. Problem or pro-establishment neighbors will probably turn you in for even believing there is a dark side of government.

These “dirty tricks” teams can’t tolerate open scrutiny since their actions against innocent people are always illegal. Demand that they show their search warrants, and be sure to read it thoroughly to ensure it actually names the specific person and address being intruded upon. Make a record of any officers who refuse to show legal identification. Remember what they look like and write down a description.
As part of your security system, it may pay to have a surveillance camera in the house which you can activate with a remote panic button – this will record any illegal invasion of your home. If you can’t afford that, buy an inexpensive hand-held cassette recorder with a one-button record feature. Keep it by your bed and turn it on any time you experience a search or arrest by any of these agents. Be sure to keep asking them questions such as, “What am I charged with?” Demand numerous times to see the warrant. If they have one, read it out loud so the recorder will pick up the language – Often these warrants are non-specific or falsified and will not stand up in court (or the one they present later at your trial will be changed). Ask every agent his name and badge number. Bad agents will always refuse to give you that information since their acts are illegal. Talk to the recorder about what they are doing by protesting every action. “Stop going through my drawers. You have no right to take my computer,” etc., etc. All this will be very embarrassing for them later in court – especially their harsh tactics, and the filthy language and cursing they use. None of these agents expect to be recorded, so they are often not very careful. Even judges who are bought and paid for by the dark side of government sometimes have to rule against them in order to maintain some semblance of justice on appeal.